
Thinking inside the box 
Introducing new boxed expressions to DMN



Abstract

The Decision Model and Notation (DMN) standards aims at being a business-friendly 
language for specifying and automating business decisions. In DMN, Decision Requirement 
Diagrams (DRD) are visual depictions of decisions’ requirements and Boxed Expressions (BE) 
are visual depictions of the decisions’ logic. The current version of Boxed Expressions 
provides visual constructs for simple Friendly Enough Expression Language (FEEL) 
expressions but does not provide Boxed Expression constructs for more complex FEEL 
expression statements that business users struggle with.

In this presentation we will explore the problems faced by business users in specifying 
various more advanced FEEL statements and introduce new Boxed Expressions that address 
these shortcomings of the current DMN spec. 



DMN
Decision Model and Notation

• DMN is a standard published by the 

Object Management Group (OMG)

• DMN 1.3 is the current version

https://www.omg.org/dmn



Documenting and Automating 
Decisions with DMN

Decisions as first-class 
citizen

Visual representation of 
decisions

What you model is what 
you execute!

Completely explainable 
decision automation



“A picture is worth a 
thousand words”

A complex business decision can be conveyed with a simple 
Decision Requirement Diagram (DRD), providing context and 
making the decision and its context obvious  and transparent



What you model is what you execute !

The Model is the Decision Requirements

The Model is the Decision Logic

The Model is the Decision Documentation

The Model is the Decision Code

The Model is Verifiable



DMN Visual Notation(s)

DMN offers simple visualization (notation) of:

1. the Business Decision Requirements and 

2. the Decision Logic



DMN Visual Notation

DMN Decision Requirements are depicted in a 

Decision Requirement Diagram (DRD)

DMN 1.2 provided the ability to add markers to DRD elements

COVID19 
related example



DMN Visual Notation

DMN Decision Logic is depicted in a Boxed Expression



Currently a boxed expression is either

















Trisotech introduces the addition of :

• a boxed iterator

• a boxed conditional

• a boxed filter

“If a picture is worth a 1000 words, a prototype is worth a 1000 meetings”

New 
and 

Improved



Iterator Boxed 
Expressions



Returns a list

“for”



[ “D”, “BP”, “CM” ]



Returns a Boolean

“every”



True



Returns a Boolean

“some”



true 



Conditional Boxed 
Expressions



Returns the result



“Accepted” or 
“Refused” 
depending on 
the Client age 



Filter Boxed 
Expressions



Returns a list 



[ 7, 11 ] 



Selects an item 



7 



Trisotech introduces the addition of

annotation/commenting in boxed expressions

New 
and 

Improved



Some More 
Examples



[ 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 ]

Combining iterator and 
conditional, adding a bit of 
commenting along the way



Same DRD. Different boxed logic. Same execution semantic.

* we should seriously consider range as an input data type



“Very low”,  “Low”, 
“Moderate”, “High” 
or “Very high” 
depending on the 
inputs



“Very low”,  “Low”, 
“Moderate”, “High” 
or “Very high” 
depending on the 
inputs



“Very low”,  “Low”, 
“Moderate”, “High” 
or “Very high” 
depending on the 
inputs



https://dmcommunity.org/challenge/challenge-sep-2015/

https://dmcommunity.org/challenge/challenge-sep-2015/




Thinking inside the box 

• Introduced new boxed expressions

• Introduced boxed expression annotation/commenting

Conclusion

Questions?
dgagne@Trisotech.com


